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In each of the prior two weeks we saw a rally in the first half of the week with a sell off the last half of 

the week, like a pair of two speed bumps.   

This week we saw a third speed bump with a rally the first half of the week and a sell off the last half 

of this week. The KEY observation to make is that each of these three weeks ended lower than the 

prior week.  This is yet another ‘confirmation’ of being in a bear trending market. 

Volatility remains elevated as we continue to see larger daily swings in either direction. 

In a bear market, we focus on Selling into failed rallies, and there continue to be plenty of 

opportunities each week to do so (right after the peak of the speed bump!).  

As an Options trader I must admit that I do love bearish markets, since the frequent moves seem to be 

faster and larger in this elevated Volatility environment. This is not a place for new or timid traders 

since one has to have faster reactions to react to these quick opportunities to ride with the Bears.   

So far in this New Year I am doing fewer trades, holding fewer total open positions, but having larger 

average returns and briefer position durations as I quickly get in and out.  If you do not have a plan to 

adapt to volatile and bearish markets like we are having now, then do yourself a favor and stay in cash. 

Take this unique time to study the examples we see nearly every day of behavior in this current 

market.  

Gold broke out last Friday and continued higher this week. It is not a surprise to see gold miners and 

other Metals do well again this week.  Oil prices pulled back a little this week, and some Energy sectors 

stocks pulled back while others paused this week.  We continue to see relative strength in these two 

sectors again this week. 

On Friday of this week (Feb. 18th) there was only ONE positive sector on my list of 17 sectors at the end 

of the day. Consumer Staples XLP was up by +0.18%.   Within this sector, only KMB was up by more than 

1% for the day while MO, KO, PEP, CL and PG were up on the day by less than 1%. 

Let’s look at the charts to see what the markets are telling us this week.  

 

 

 



 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The prior two weeks saw Resistance near the 20 week SMA 

(Yellow). We also see a lower close last week and this week, with this week closing below the 50 week 

SMA (Blue). 

 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Here we see the failed rallies the past 3 weeks. This week we 

saw a rally Tuesday and Wednesday that only briefly were able to break above the 20 day SMA. The 

selling on Thursday and Friday crossed below its 200 day SMA (Purple) and gave back all of this week’s 

gains plus more, ending the week below the prior week’s lows and down -1.58% for the week. The S&P 

is now below all 3 of its key SMAs (20 day, 50 day and 200 day).  



 

S&P 500 15min. chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – At the opening of this report I described the past 3 weeks as 

‘Speed Bumps’.  In the 15min. chart above I’ve highlighted the past 3 weeks where we saw a rally in 

the first half of each week followed by selling the last half of each week. The key clues I see in this 

chart come from comparing each ‘speed bump’. Note that the Highs (yellow dash marks) progressed 

lower each week as well as the Lows (Grey dash mark). This to me is another confirmation of a Bear 

Trend, Lower lows and Lower highs. 

In the Nasdaq Composite for the same period we also see 3 speed bumps, but the middle bump’s high 

was almost 5 points higher than the prior week’s high.  5 points in a 14,000 Index is not much of a sign 

of real strength or a convincing sign of a change in trend, it can be considered as just ‘noise’. With 3 

Lower Lows in the past 3 weeks in the Nasdaq we clearly have a rather bearish market.  

 

 

 



 

DJIA weekly chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Here we also see Resistance near the 20 week SMA the prior 2 

weeks with lower closes each week and this week crossing and closing below the 50 week SMA. 

 

DJIA daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Last week failed to stay above the 50 day SMA and this week failed 

to stay above the 20 day SMA as the 200 day SMA (Purple) acted like Resistance on Tuesday and 

Wednesday this week. Support this week may have come from the Dec. 1st lows. This week ended 

below the prior week’s lows, down -1.90% for the week and now below all 3 of its key SMAs. We drew a 

horizontal line at the Sept 20th lows (Grey line) to remember to watch for signs of possible support at 

this level. 



 

NASDAQ weekly chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The Nasdaq saw Resistance the prior two weeks at its 50 

week SMA (Blue) and closed lower last week and even lower this week. 

 

NASDAQ daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Last Friday we saw a strong decline that broke below our 

Support Trend Line (Red line). This week we saw a pause on Monday followed by a gap up and rally 

above the 20 day SMA (Yellow) on Tuesday. Wednesday mostly remained above the 20 day SMA. 

Thursday saw strong selling back below the 20 day SMA to nearly Monday’s lows. Friday saw more 

selling below Monday’s lows to end this week below last week’s lows and down -1.76% for the week. 

The Nasdaq is now below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The Russell saw a small bounce the prior 2 weeks and 

this week we saw an ‘Inside’ week with a lower close. 

 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Here we see the strong decline in January with only a 

small bounce in February that failed to reach the declining 50 day SMA (Blue). This week saw a similar 

range as last week with a lower close below the 20 day SMA (Yellow), down -1.03% for the week. The 

Russell is now below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index weekly chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – We saw two weeks with large drops on 

January followed by a 3rd week of very little change as the decline continues. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Last week we saw this Index end the week 

at -574.66.   This week we see a 3rd (tiny) speed bump ending this week at -608.50. 

 

 



 

NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Do you see 3 speed bumps? Last week 

ended at 37.80% and this week ended at 37.25%, with very little net change after the 3rd bump. 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Three speed bumps?   Last week ended 

at 37.02% ant this week ended at 36.27% for little net change this week. 

 

 



 

VIX daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Do you see three inverted speed bumps? VIX remains elevated at 

the end of this week. Note that this week’s inverted Bump (Dip to 24%) has a Higher Low than last 

week’s (Dip to 20%) indicating overall increasing Volatility. 

 

 

VVIX daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – We see a similar pattern in the VVIX with a higher Dip Low this 

week than the prior week. 

 



 

SKEW daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – We continue to see the impact of heavier than usual Hedging 

activity going on in the Options markets as seen in the SKEW. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Treasuries. 

 

 

Oil daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Oil peaked on Monday, and then pulled back to the 20 day SMA 

(Yellow) over the next 3 days. Friday saw a small bounce and higher close on the day. Oil remains 

ABOVE all 3 of its key SMAs. We saw a rally in Oil start in December, and then accelerate at the 

beginning of 2022.  

 



 

Gold weekly chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – We are showing the Weekly chart of Gold so you can see the 

Resistance Trend Line we drew at the end of 2021. The (Yellow) line is drawn from the Highs in the 

summer of 2021 to the highs in Q4 of 2021, where the two yellow arrows indicate. We saw Gold break 

above this line late last week. 

 

Gold daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Here we can see Gold break above this Trend Line last Friday Feb. 

11th (Yellow up arrow) and continued higher this week, breaking above 1900 on both Thursday and 

Friday. 

This is an example of why we like to draw trend lines between ‘obvious’ points and usually leave them 

on our charts until that level is re-tested. 



 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The US Dollar Index remained within a narrow range this 

week, as it has been for over 3 months. Note how both the 20 day and 50 day SMAs are horizontal in 

slope and clustered together with price, a sign of little to no trend for a while. 

 

 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The 10 year Treasuries have dropped most of 2022 

so far and found support late last week. This week we saw a retest of support on only a small bounce 

on Thursday and Friday. The 10yr remains below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – As an inverse of the 10 year Treasuries, their Yields 

have climbed most of 2022 with a peak this week near 2.06% before pulling back on Thursday and 

Friday this week (as fear drove $s back into the Treasuries). 

 

 



 

US Yield Rates daily table as of Feb 18, 2022 – Here we see the Yield curve steepen this month and 

peaked on Wednesday (Feb. 16th) before pulling back a little on Thursday and Friday this week. 

 

 



 

FOMC Balance Sheet weekly chart as of Feb 16, 2022 – Yes, the Fed ‘Added’ $33.024 Billion to its 

balance sheet again this week. Now we see another ‘new Record Breaking’ Level of $8.911033 Trillion 

dollars in Total Assets.  I don’t know about you, but my eyes see a trend ‘Continues’ higher without any 

‘Tapering’ seen so far.   

The odds for the Fed to increase (short term) Interest Rates at the March 16th meeting by 50 basis 

points are now above 64% per the CME Fed Watch tool. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Sectors. 

 



 

Dow Jones Transportation Index daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The Transports bounced up to its 20 

day SMA (Yellow) and 200 day SMA (Purple) early this week where it found Resistance. Thursday and 

Friday saw a decline to close the week down -0.19%. The Transports remain below all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 

 

XLE daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The Energy sector peaked last Friday and pulled back Monday and 

Tuesday of this week to find Support at its 20 day SMA. Wednesday saw a small bounce that drifted 

lower Thursday and Friday to again test support at its 20 day SMA, ending the week down -3.35%. 



 

XLF daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The Financial sector continued to decline on Monday to find 

support at its 20 day and 50 day SMAs. Tuesday saw a bounce up and failed rally that paused 

Wednesday before dropping down Thursday below its 20 day and 50 day SMAs. Friday saw a lower low 

to close the week down -2.22%. 

 

QQQ daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The Tech heavy Nasdaq-100 saw a pause Monday near last Friday’s 

lows then gapped up to its 20 day SMA on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a similar range day as seen on 

Tuesday. Thursday saw sellers return to give back most of this week’s bounce. Friday saw more selling 

as Feb. Options expired and the QQQ delivered new lows for the month on strong volume. The QQQ 

closed the week down -1.60% and remains below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

SOXX daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The Semiconductor sector closed last week below its 200 day SMA 

(Purple). Monday saw a pause near the prior week’s lows. Tuesday gapped above its 200 day SMA and 

crossed above its 20 day SMA but failed to exceed the prior week’s highs. Wednesday saw a pause 

before sellers returned on Thursday to take the sector below its 20 day SMA and finding support near 

its 200 day SMA. Friday saw more selling to retest the lows of the prior week, ending this week up 

+0.55% but below all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 

XLC daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – The Communications Services sector saw a pause Monday, a failed 

rally Tuesday and selling the rest of this week to end the week down -2.74% at new 52 week lows. 



 

Weekly Percent Change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Feb 18, 2022 – All the major Indexes were 

down this week by -1% to -1.9%.   

The Strongest sectors this week (and only ‘positive’ percentage changes) were: XME, XLP and SOXX. 

The XLP was only slightly positive on Friday as we commented about on the first page of this report.  

The Semiconductor sector over the past months has both lead higher and lead lower, with NVDA and 

AMD leading the decline on Friday of this week.  

The Weakest sectors this week included: XLE, XLC, XLF, XLV and XRT. The XLE has often been a leader 

this year, but the pull back this week in Oil appears to have impacted most names in the Energy sector 

this week. We still ‘believe’ that it is more likely that Oil will resume its bullish trend in the near 

future given the many Economic and Political facts that have not changed Demand, but continue to 

impact Supply. Regardless of what we ‘believe’, we will wait to see what the charts actually tell us 

before taking any action. It is important to know what you ‘believe’, but it is more important to make 

all of your trading decisions based upon facts, facts that are found in the actions of the markets as 

seen in the charts. This is the best way that I have found to protect myself from myself, by not making 

trading decisions based solely on my beliefs or opinions, but wait for the facts seen in the charts to 

confirm my opinions or ‘correct’ my opinions when wrong.  It’s all a learning experience that never 

ends. 

 

 



 

 

Daily Percent Change US Indexes table as of Feb 18, 2022 –  Here we see daily changes in leadership 

with small changes Monday (pause) all positive numbers Tuesday (Rally) and mixed small numbers 

Wednesday (pause) and all negative number on Thursday and Friday (Sell off).  No one index was 

consistent this week, however the Russell did see 3 leadership days in the mix this week. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Stocks.  We typically start with the 7 biggest companies in the markets 

due to their significant size and influence.  We then follow with a few examples of some past or 

current ‘leaders’ or ‘laggards’ taken from a few different sectors. 

 

 

AAPL daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Apple broke down last Friday below its 50 day SMA to its 20 day 

SMA. This week began with Apple continuing a little lower on Monday before beginning a bounce back 

up to its 20 day SMA. Tuesday gapped up and rallied to its 50 day SMA that acted like new Resistance. 

Wednesday paused near the 50 day SMA before selling off below its 20 day SMA on Thursday and lower 

on Friday. AAPL ended the week down -0.79%. 

 



 

MSFT daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Microsoft broke below its 200 day SMA last Friday and continued 

lower on Monday before bouncing back up to nearly its 200 day SMA. Tuesday saw a gap up and rally 

that failed to reach its 20 day SMA. Wednesday saw a wider range day that again failed to reach up to 

its 20 day SMA. Thursday gapped below its 200 day SMA and sold off to new lows for the month. Friday 

continued lower to end the week down -2.21% and now below all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 

 

GOOGL daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Alphabet dipped lower on Monday then began a bounce back 

above its 200 day SMA to find Resistance at its 20 day SMA. Tuesday gapped up above its 20 day SMA 

but failed to recover last Friday’s losses. Wednesday saw a wider range day that closed above its 20 

day SMA. Thursday saw strong selling (increased volume) to new lows for the month. Friday the selling 

continued lower to end the week down -2.89% and below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

AMZN daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Amazon dipped a little lower on Monday then began a bounce 

that closed the day higher. The next 3 days saw higher highs that nearly reached its 50 day SMA on 

Thursday before selling off Thursday and Friday down to its 20 day SMA Support. AMZN ended the week 

down -0.45%. 

 

 

TSLA daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Tesla continues to swing within a channel range seen since the 

end of January forming a consolidation pattern. The mid-week rally this week tested the descending 20 

day SMA Resistance area before dropping on Thursday and Friday closer to its 200 day SMA support, 

ending this week down -0.35%. 

 



 

FB daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Meta continues its trend lower since the huge Earnings reaction Feb. 

3rd.  We saw lower lows every day this week except on Tuesday. FB ended the week down -6.10%.  

 

 

NVDA daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Nvidia saw another bounce this week (speed bump) with a rally 

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday that failed to reach the prior week’s highs. Thursday strong selling 

returned down to its 20 day SMA and Friday delivered lower lows than the prior week and nearly sold 

down to its 200 day SMA. Note the very strong Volume the last 4 days of this week. NVDA ended the 

week down -1.28% 

Out of the above 7 biggest companies, did any close the week ‘up’ this week?    No. 



 

GS daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Goldman Sachs last week saw a failed rally that found Resistance at 

its 50 day SMA (Blue) then sold off Thursday and Friday. This week the selling continued, briefly 

bouncing of the 20 day SMA (Yellow) Support on Monday and Wednesday, then selling below on 

Thursday and Friday to new lows for the Month, down -4.69% for the week. GS is now below all 3 of its 

key SMAs. 

 

AA daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Alcoa saw a strong rally in early December then ‘paused’ in a 

horizontal range for nearly 6 weeks. AA broke above its 20 day SMA on Feb. 3rd and above its $64 area 

prior highs (Grey line) the next day. Last week AA rose +14.48% and this week continued higher by 

+6.43%.  AA is above all 3 of its key SMAs. The XME sector has been one of the strongest sectors over 

the past few weeks and AA has been one example of a ‘Continuation’ of the Trend seen in early Dec. 

2021.  



 

NUE daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Nucor has been in a strong trend since reporting Earnings on Jan. 

27th, crossing above its 200 day and 20 day SMAs on Feb.1st and above its 50 day SMA the next day.  

After a 3 day pause just above its 50 day SMA we see the rally ‘Resume’ on Feb. 8th.  Monday this week 

saw a small dip before Tuesday and Wednesday resumed the rally higher. Thursday and Friday saw a 

pause near the $124 Resistance area, ending this week up +3.82%. NUE is also in the XME sector. 

 

NEM daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Newmont also saw a strong rally in Dec. 2021, then some 

horizontal choppy action during Jan. and early Feb.  The bullish trend resumed after exceeding the 

Jan. highs (Grey line) on Thursday of this week with a narrow range pause day on Friday, ending this 

week up +5.97%. 

We see 3 examples of bullish charts above in the Metals and Mining sector even within the context of a 

Bearish market. These are examples of using Sector Strength to point towards finding higher odds 

bullish trades even when the overall market Trend is Bearish. 



 

SLB daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Schlumberger has been mostly horizontal the past few weeks after 

a strong showing in January. We saw a break higher on Wednesday this week to new 2 year highs 

followed by a quiet Inside Day on Thursday.  Friday saw a small pull back to end the week down -1.01%.  

SLB continues to be above all 3 of its key SMAs and remains a bullish ‘candidate’ as the odds continue 

favor a ‘Continuation’ of the Jan. trend over a ‘Reversal’. Wednesday’s fake out this week shows us 

that there could still be good odds for a positive break out. Time will tell. 

 

HAL daily chart as of Feb 18, 2022 – Halliburton pulled back on Tuesday to test Support at its 20 day 

SMA (Yellow) and its 2-month Support Trend Line (Yellow line) before bouncing to close the day higher. 

Wednesday saw a gap up and rally to new 3-year highs before drifting lower on Thursday and Friday 

back to its 20 day SMA and Trend Line Support, ending the week down -3.76%. HAL remains above all 3 

of its key SMAs.  



The 2 examples above are both from the Energy sector (XLE) which also has often been a leading sector 

over the past several weeks. 

 

Not only have we seen lots of Bearish trade opportunities this year (shoring failed rallies), we’ve also 

seen several ‘Outliers’ or Bullish opportunities within the Bearish market context this year.  Using both 

the Overall Market Index Trend Analysis as well as Sector Trend Analysis we have seen how this Top-

Down process continues to prove value as a very efficient way to find both Bullish and Bearish trade 

Opportunities in most market conditions.   

From experience, the more Bearish a market gets and the more Volatile the market becomes, the 

‘Outliers’ tend to become a smaller and smaller group of exceptions as ‘Fear’ turns into all out ‘Panic’.  

Right now I see mostly a market with elevated Fear, but not all out panic. All Out Panic is when you 

may see EVERYTHING being sold at the same time, to cover margin calls or get to cash any way one 

can.  Panic is like a ‘run on the bank’ with extreme behavior in the markets. I’ve not yet seen that so 

far this year. 

Trading Volatile markets is not easy, and should not be done unless you have studied intensively how 

volatile markets act, have implemented very solid Risk Management & Position sizing rules, and have 

the proven discipline to stick to your rules.  With experience you may find you like volatile markets, 

since you can adapt and have learned to take advantage of the Opportunities Volatile markets can 

provide. “Volatility = Opportunity”.  Until then, stay in CASH until you have learned and mastered 

these skills. 

Trade Smart, 

CJ 

 


